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SUMMARY
Quest University has a history of loans from charities run by Blake Bromley (“The Bromley Charities”).
These loans warrant a reassessment going back to the two basic premises upon which the loans
were originally made:
1) The Bromley Charities are legitimate charities.
2) It was legitimate for The Bromley Charities to make loans to Quest instead of gifts.

On the basis of the information and analysis presented ahead and in the accompanying documents,
it is evident that both premises are false and the Bromley Charities on the whole are a sham.

To reassess the legitimacy of Quest’s loans, the place to start is with Global Charity Fund (“GCF”).
The name “Global Charity Fund” conjures images of foreign aid or international development.
However, as this presentation shows, there is very little that is charitable about Global Charity Fund.
This entity is a charity in name only. In fact, on the basis of the information presented ahead
it appears that Global Charity Fund is a sham.

SUMMARY (Cont’d)
In 2011, Global Charity reported $70 million in tax-receipted non-cash donations. That same year,
Global Charity made two gifts to Quest University for a total of $950,000. After that, Global Charity
made loans to Quest instead of gifts. In hindsight it appears that Global Charity discontinued gifts
to Quest because it didn’t have money. The $70 million appears to be fraud. Within two years,
$56 million of Global Charity’s assets were disposed of and Global Charity ceased to operate as a
registered charity.
Over the same years that Global Charity gifted $950,000 to Quest, Global Charity also gifted
$2.5 million to QUC Residents Housing Foundation which appears to be a “decoy” charity in the
sense that it gives a false impression that Global Charity supports Quest University.
Global Charity isn’t the only Bromley Charity that has vaporized tax-receipted non-cash donations.
As shown in one of the accompanying presentations, eight Bromley Charities disposed of roughly
$350 million in non-cash assets.

$922,492 in Fees

As evidence of the
true business of
Global Charity,
consider that in
2011 alone it paid
$922,491 as fees.
That’s almost
as much as the
$950,000 that
Global Charity
gifted to Quest
over two years.

See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-receipts-disbursements-2011-70-000-000.pdf

For more than 15 years, the directors of Global Charity Fund have been employees and associates of
Blake Bromley and his former company, Benefic Group Inc. All three directors of Global Charity Fund
have been directors of more than 20 Bromley Charities. This is significant because it indicates that
Global Charity is one cell in a large entity with many cells.

Source: Tax returns for Global Charity Fund.

Global Charity Fund
Global Charity Fund began in 2000 but was inactive for a decade until it sprung to life
in 2011 with a massive amount of tax-receipted donations, a total of $70 million.
Between 2011 and 2014 when Global Charity Fund voluntarily revoked its charitable status,
Global Charity Fund had three revenue streams:
1) Tax-receipted donations: $70 million (2011)
2) Interest & investment income: $2.5 million (2011-2014)
3) Gifts from Bromley Charities:
o $950,000 from Almoner Foundation (precisely the same amount gifted to Quest)
o

$100,000 from Theanon Foundation

Global Charity Fund reported total expenditures of nearly $59 million (2011-2014):
1) Gifts to qualified donees: $57.6 million (all but $1,875,000 gifted to Bromley Charities).
2) Professional & consulting fees: $1,086,900
3) Interest & bank charges: $7,206
4) Other, unspecified expenses: $234,447
Source: Compiled from financial statements and tax returns for Global Charity Fund.
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-financial-statements-2004-2013.pdf
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-tax-returns-2004-2013.pdf

In 2011, Global Charity Fund
reported tax-receipted donations
for a total of $70 million.

That same year, Global Charity “gifted”
$500,000 to Quest University and
$900,000 to CHIMP Foundation
(shown ahead).

The following year, Global Charity
gave a further $450,000 to Quest
for a total of $950,000. After that,
the gifts ended and Global Charity Fund
gave loans to Quest rather than gifts.

See:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/globalcharity-fund-2011-tax-return.pdf

Global Charity Fund
made two gifts to
Quest:
o

$500,000 (2011)

o

$450,000 (2012)

2011
$500,000

See:
https://fairquestio
ns.typepad.com/f
iles/globalcharity-fund-gifts2011.pdf

2012
$450,000

$950,000 from Almoner Foundation
Note that over roughly
the same years that
Global Charity Fund
gifted $950,000 to

The Qualified Donees Worksheet is missing from
The 2012 tax return for Almoner Foundation.

Quest, Global Charity

received the exact
same amount from
Almoner Foundation:
o

$450,000 (2012)

o

$500,000 (2014)

This is significant
because it raises
questions about
whether the
$70 million is real.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/almoner-foundation-2014-gifts.pdf

$100,000 from Theanon Foundation
Global Charity Fund also received $100,000 from Theanon Foundation, another Bromley Charity.
This also raises questions about whether the $70 million that Global Charity reported was real.

Ø If Global Charity truly had received $70 million, there would have been
no need for $100,000 from Theanon nor $950,000 from Almoner Foundation.

Source: The 2014 digital tax return for Theanon Foundation.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/theanon-foundation-2014-grantees.pdf

$15.5 MILLION LOANS (2011)
According to its Balance Sheet,
shown here, in 2011 Global Charity’s
total assets were $77 million
including:
o
o

$37.7 million in non-cash property
$15.5 million in loans receivable
Ø $13,950,000 Loan Receivable

o
o

Ø $ 1,500,000 Loan Receivable
$21.5 million in investments
$ 2.3 million cash & receivables

o

$77.0 million

These dates and amounts raise
questions: Was the $13,950,000
Quest’s loan? Why so high in 2011?
According to Quest’s financials,
its loan didn’t reach $13,450,000
until 2014 (see next page).
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-balance-sheet2011.pdf

Quest’s Long-term Debt
Financial statements for Quest University show the history of its loans and long-term debt.

Transferred from Global Charity Fund
to Foundation For Public Good (2014).

Loans Between Bromley Charities
Global Charity Fund isn’t the only Bromley Charity that makes loans. Timothy Foundation
for example, reports six loans to Bromley Charities as of 2019.

{

Six loans.

Source: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/timothy-foundation-balance-sheet-2019-six-loans-1.pdf

Errors in the CRA Digital Database of Tax Returns for Bromley Charities
Note that, as shown, Global Charity Fund
reported a tax-receipted non-cash gift
from an unspecified “Revenue Stream.”
Also, note that in the CRA’s digital
database, the amount of this gift was
reported as $70,000, not $70,000,000.
If this gift had been recorded correctly
as $70,000,000 rather than $70,000,
this amount would have been the largest
annual amount of non-cash donations
in the history of Canada up until 2011.

Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched5-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
Last accessed June 7, 2018. This information is no longer available –on-line. Printed copy available.
See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-2011-70-000-000-error.pdf

Errors in the CRA Digital Database of Tax Returns for Bromley Charities
Fifteen errors have been found in the digital versions of the tax returns for Bromley Charities in the
CRA’s on-line database. In all 15 cases, the error is the same: the last three zeros are missing.
All 15 errors are with regards to charities that made gifts related to the start-up of Quest.

For original documents, see: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/appendix-ii.pdf

Foreign Exchange
The same year that Global Charity Fund
reported $70 million as tax-receipted
non-cash donations, Global Charity also
disposed of assets at a significant loss.
Gross proceeds: $27 million
Net proceeds: -$432,176

Note the “loss on foreign exchange.”

QUESTION:
o Did Global Charity Fund have
revenue from outside Canada?

Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30
Last accessed November 4, 2018. This information is no longer available –on-line. Printed copy available.

Disposition of $56 million
Within two years of reporting $70 million in non-cash donations, Global Charity Fund
disposed of $56 million.
2012:
Equity at Beginning of Period
Change in Equity

: $ 68,069,377
: -$ 17,061,927

2013:
Equity at Beginning of Period

:

$ 50,467,449

Change in Equity

: -$ 37,572,772

Surplus at end of 2013

:

$ 12,894,676

Having disposed of $56 million over two years, Global Charity gifted a whopping $38 million to
other charities, mostly to Bromley Charities, and closed. Global Charity voluntarily revoked its
charitable status and become a non-profit corporation.
See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-financial-statements-2004-2013.pdf
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-continuance-certificate.pdf

2012

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-balance-sheet-2012.pdf

2013

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-balance-sheet-2013.pdf

$32.2 Million Non-Cash

In 2013, Global Charity Fund made four non-cash gifts for a total of $32.2 million.
The largest gift of these four gifts was $18.7 million gifted to Foundation For Public Good.
The other three gifts also went to Bromley Charities, shown ahead …

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-gifts-2013.pdf

$32.2 Million Non-Cash
Of these three charities, financial statements have been obtained from the CRA for only one:
Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation.

NOTE:
The BIN is
incorrect.
There is
no charity
with this BIN.

Financial statements for Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/howe-sound-samaritans-foundation-financial-statements-2005-2019.pdf

Howe Sound Samaritans: NO RECORD OF GIFT
The gift of $4.3 million from Global Charity Fund is not reported in the financial statements for
Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation for 2014 nor for any earlier nor subsequent year.

Financial statements for Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/howe-sound-samaritans-foundation-financial-statements-2005-2019.pdf

Howe Sound Samaritans: NO RECORD OF GIFT
Likewise, the $4.3 million from Global Charity to Howe Sound Samaritans is not reported in the
tax return for Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation for 2014 nor for any earlier or subsequent year.

Tax Returns for Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/howe-sound-samaritans-foundation-tax-returns-2005-2014.pdf

Homestead on the Hill: Gift to CHIMP

As shown previously, in 2013
Global Charity made a gift to
Homestead on the Hill
Foundation for $3,743,945.
A few years later, shown here,
Homestead on the
Hill Foundation made a gift
for nearly the same amount to
CHIMP Foundation.
Note that the amount is
entered incorrectly
in the CRA’s
digital database.

See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/homestead-on-the-hill-2018-gift-chimp-3-721-411-error.pdf

Headwaters Foundation: Gift to CHIMP

As shown previously, in 2013
Global Charity made a gift to
Headwaters Foundation for
$5,362,500.
A few years later, shown here,
Headwaters Foundation
made a gift for $4 million to
CHIMP Foundation.

Financial statements for Howe Sound Samaritans Foundation:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/howe-sound-samaritans-foundation-financial-statements-2005-2019.pdf

2011

SUMMARY OF GIFTS FROM GLOBAL CHARITY FUND

The following pages summarize how Global Charity funneled $56 million into Bromley Charities.
In 2011, the same year that Global Charity reported $70 million, its gifts went to only two charities:
o
o

CHIMP Foundation: $900,000
Quest University: $500,000
Global Charity Fund

$70 Million

$900,000

Chimp
Foundation

$500,000
Quest University
Canada

In 2012 Global Charity Fund gifted:
o $450,000 to Quest University Canada
o $16.8 MILLION to five Bromley Charities
o

$675,000 to other charities

In 2013 Global Charity Fund gifted:
o $450,000 to Quest
o $37.9 MILLION to Bromley Charities
o

$250,000 to Tyndale Foundation which funds Tyndale University, a Christian university in Toronto.

2012
$13,950,000

Almoner
Foundation
Association for the
Advancement of
Scholarship

$250,000

2012: $200,000

Canadian Education
Forum

Global Charity Fund

$2.5 Million

$70 Million

CHIMP
Foundation

$450,000
Quest University
Canada

$2.5 Million
QUC Residents
Housing Foundation

$80,000
Noble Spirit
Foundation

$80,000
4 What Matters
Foundation

$675,000
Vancouver Aquarium,
University of B.C.
Hope for the Nations
Humane Society of Canada

NOTE:
The President of Hope for the Nations, which received $100,000 is Fred Bromley,
apparently a relative of Blake Bromley. Humane Society of Canada was shut down
by the CRA for non-compliance.

$18,710,000

2013

Foundation For
Public Good
Almoner
Foundation

$1 Million

Association for the
Advancement of
Scholarship

Global Charity Fund

$2.5 Million

$70 Million
$5,362,500
Quest University
Canada

$3,743,945

$1 Million

$250,000
Tyndale Foundation

Headwaters
Foundation
Homestead on
The Hill Foundation

Fortius
Fortius
Foundation
Foundation

$550,000

Virtual Vancouver
Foundation

$350,000

Philanthropy
Without Frontiers

$4,514,757
$200,000

Howe Sound
Samaritans
Foundation
Charity Research &
Development
Foundation Canada

CHIMP
Foundation

Since 2014, the Bromley Charities
that received $56 million from
Global Charity have re-gifted
most of it to CHIMP, both directly &
indirectly via other Bromley Charities.

Foundation For
Public Good

2017: $ $18,740,510
2018: $13,085,663
2019: $2,000,000

Almoner
Foundation

2015: $ $1,900,000
2016: $9,000,000

Association for the
Advancement of
Scholarship

2014-2019
2018: $29,725,886
2019: $1,500,000

$11,916,890
(2015-2018)

Canadian Education
Forum

Global Charity Fund

CHIMP
Foundation

$70 Million
Headwaters
Foundation

2015: $4,000,000

Quest University
Canada

Homestead on
The Hill Foundation

2018: $3,721,411

QUC Residents
Housing Foundation

Fortius
Fortius
Foundation
Foundation

2014: $123,000

Noble Spirit
Foundation

4 What Matters
Foundation

Virtual Vancouver
Foundation

2105: $7,025,000

Philanthropy
Without Frontiers

2014/15: $350,000

Howe Sound
Samaritans
Foundation
Vancouver Aquarium,
UBC & Other Charities

Charity Research &
Development
Foundation Canada

This figure attempts to illustrate how Global Charity Fund made gifts to Bromley Charities that funneled
“money” into CHIMP and how CHIMP also transferred amounts to some of the Bromley Charities.

Royalty Income
$15.8 Million

$1 Million

Association for the
Advancement of
Scholarship

$12.1 Million

$19.1 Million
$18.7 million
Foundation For
Public Good

$950,000

$33.8 Million

Global Charity Fund

$70 Million
Non-Cash
$13.9 million

$15.8 Million
Non-Cash

$950,000

Quest Lease
$10 Million

Quest University
Canada

$925,000

Vancouver Aquarium,
University of B.C.
Hope for the Nations
Humane Society of Canada
Tyndale Foundation

Almoner
Foundation

$34.5 Million

$5.3 million
Headwaters
Foundation
$3.7 million

$2.5 Million
QUC Residents
Housing Foundation

CHIMP
Foundation

$3.4 Million

$550,000

Homestead
On The Hill
Foundation
Virtual
Vancouver
Foundation

$2 million
Other
Bromley Charities

$4 million

$3.7 million

$7.8 Million

See
accompanying
presentation

Global Charity Fund Closed in 2014
As of June 28, 2014, Global Charity Fund voluntarily revoked its charitable status. The by-laws of
Global Charity Fund as a non-profit stipulate that Global Charity Fund is “not constituted exclusively
for charitable purposes and not all of its resources are to be devoted to charitable activities.”

See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-continuance-certificate.pdf
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/global-charity-fund-bylaws.pdf

Global Charity Fund
Questions:
1.

Who is(are) the donor(s) of the $70 million tax-receipted non-cash donations?
What was the donor’s intent for the charitable purposes that were to be funded?

2.

With $70 million, why did Global Charity discontinue making gifts to Quest after 2012?

3.

What is the origin of the $950,000 that Global Charity Fund gifted to Quest University?
Global Charity Fund received $950,000 from Almoner Foundation and gifted precisely the
same amount to Quest. Was the $950,000 gifted to Global Charity Fund by Almoner
Foundation then re-gifted to Quest? If so, why did Almoner Foundation fund Quest
indirectly via Global Charity Fund, rather than directly?

4.

Global Charity Fund paid $1,086,900 in fees (as per financial statements):
o 2011: $ 922,492
o 2012: $ 29,270
o 2013: $ 100,634
To whom was the $1 million paid as fees? What services were provided?

5.

Global Charity Fund received $2.5 million in interest and investment income, as follows:
o 2011: $ 500,699
o
o

2012: $1,282,326
2013: $ 735,004

What is the source of this interest and investment income? Is this from Quest?
6.

Why did Global Charity Fund dispose of its assets and revoke its charitable status so quickly?

Global Charity Fund & QUC Residents Housing Foundation
In 2012, around the same time that Global Charity Fund began to make loans to Quest University,
Global Charity Fund made a gift of $2.5 million to QUC Residents Housing Foundation, shown below.
NOTE: When Quest University was first contacted with this information, the Board of Governors
was not aware that QUC Residents Housing Foundation exists.

See: https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/foundation-for-public-good-balance-sheets-2014-2019.pdf

QUC Residents Housing Foundation (“QUCRHF”)
As shown below, one of the original directors of QUC Residents Housing Foundation was
Bruno Wall, of Wall Financial. Peter Ufford, the President of Sea to Sky Foundation is the
Chairman of Wall Financial which is known to have provided financing in the early start-up of Quest.
Bruno Wall remained on the board of QUCRHF until 2017. Since then, all of the directors of QUCRHF
are employees/associates of Blake Bromley.

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Quest Residents Housing Foundation.

QUC Residents Housing Foundation (“QUCRHF”)
Since it began in 2010, QUC Residents Housing Society has had total revenue of $3.2 million.
Two sources account for 100% of QUCRHF’s revenue:
1) Gifts from Bromley Charities to QUCHRF: $3,242,987
o $2,500,000 from Global Charity Fund
o $742,987 from CHIMP Foundation
2) Interest & investment Income: $20,214
Total expenditures match total revenue almost exactly:
1) Gifts from QUCRHF to Bromley Charities:
o Fortius Foundation: $2.1 million
o Pacific Light Foundation: $1.1 million (this charity has since closed)
2) Professional & consulting fees: $15,610
3) Bank charges: $610 (an average of $37 per year)
QUC Residents Housing Foundation has a balance of $46,460 (2019).
Summary; QUC Residents Housing Foundation has not benefitted Quest University.
Its sole activity has been to shuffle funds from one Bromley Charity to another.

QUC Residents Housing Foundation
(2011-2019)

$742,987
(2014)
$2,500,000
(2012)

QUC Residents
Housing Foundation

Global Charity Fund

$70 Million

CHIMP
Foundation

$2,100,000
(2012/2013)

Fortius
Foundation

$1,100,000
(2014)

Fees Paid: $13,199 (2012 – 2017)
Other Expenditures: $1,070

Pacific
Light
Fortius
Foundation
Foundation

$74.7 Million
(2018)
$123,000
(2014)
$2,600,000
(2016)

QUC Residents Housing Foundation RE-NAMED
Building Benevolence in a COVID World Foundation

As shown here,
at some point in 2020,
QUC Residents Housing
Re-named itself
Building Benevolence in
a COVID World Foundation.

See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quc-residents-housing-renamed.pdf

QUC Residents Housing Foundation RE-NAMED
Building Benevolence in a COVID World Foundation
As shown here, of all the
registered charities in
Canada, more than 80,000
in total, there is ONLY ONE
that has the term “COVID”
in its name.
QUC Residents Housing
Society was able to
change its name
meanwhile because of
the COVID slowdown,
many other applicants
for charitable status have
been back-logged.
How did this happen?

See:
o https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/quc-residents-housing-renamed.pdf

QUC Residents Housing Foundation
Questions:
1.

Why did Global Charity Fund give $2.5 million to QUC Residents Housing Foundation and
not to Quest University itself?

2.

Why did QUC Residents Foundation subsequently re-gift the $2.5 million to Bromley
Charities (Fortius Foundation and Pacific Light Foundation) rather than to Quest University?

3.

Was the $2.5 million that QUC Residents Housing Society received from Global Charity Fund
part of the $70 million non-cash donation that Global Charity Fund reported in 2011?

4.

Why are there no members of Quest University on the board of QUC Residents Housing
Foundation? Why are the directors of QUC Residents Housing Society all employees of
Blake Bromley?

5.

Is QUC Residents Housing Society a “decoy” charity to give the impression that
Global Charity Fund was supporting Quest University?

6.

At some point in 2020, QUC Residents Housing Foundation was re-named Building
Benevolence in a COVID World Foundation. Why?
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